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NEXT MEETING 
Wednesday, June 22, 2011 - 6:30 pm 
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall  
318 Keary St., New Westminster 

Main Event: 
“The New West Roundup” will cover 
 5 topics noted in the member survey.

June Food Suppliers: 
Ross Pilgrim, Ed Pretty, Art Rock, Lance 
Rossington, Anne Rostvig

September Food Suppliers: 
George Russell, Ray Schifferns, Dennis 
Schmidt, Fred Sherman, John Spitters, Larry 
Stevenson

President’s Column - Kerry Deane-Cloutier
Wow – it is hard to believe that the Guild’s year is drawing to a close.  

I am looking forward to the June meeting, with the “New West Round-
up” format – it seems to be a good note to end the year on and move 
into summer.  This is a great opportunity to learn about a wide variety of 
topics that you, our members, said you wanted to learn about.

Notwithstanding the summer hiatus, remember that we have an out-
standing class on pyrography and acrylic colouring coming up in July.  A 
lot of our guest demonstrators come great distances to teach us what they 
do.  However, we should never forget that we have a renowned artist in 
our own backyard.  Art Liestman is sought after by other guilds to show 
them what he does, and with good reason.  This is a rare opportunity to 
learn from a master, and one that should not be missed.  Contact Peter 
McLaren to inquire about the class.

Another summer event to put on your calendar is the not-quite-an-
nual-picnic!  The last one was held at Ed Pretty’s home, and was such a 
success that we convinced him to hold the next one there!  Bring your 
hot dog (or whatever) for the grill and come out to be social.  If you have 
not seen Ed’s shop, that alone is worth the trip.  Furthermore, I challenge 
each and every one of you to the bocce challenge of the summer!

As I mentioned in my last president’s column, the website seems to be 
under-utilized by guild members.  This month I will direct your atten-
tion to the Galleries page, and below that the Members’ heading.  This 
is where there are links to the web pages of our various members.  If you 
have a web site, then you should contact our webmaster and make sure 
that you get a link there.  If you do not, take a look anyway.  There is quite 
a variety, and it is interesting to learn a bit more about your fellow guild 
members.  The direct link is http://www.gvwg.ca/members_gallery.html.

Finally, remember to bring back your library materials this meeting!  If 
you fail to do so, you will find an invoice in your in-box!

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.
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June Demo
The June demo; “The New West Roundup” will cover 5 topics noted in the member survey completed earlier 

this season.  Some topics were of significant interest to many members but would not be topics suitable for a 
full meeting demo.  To that end, we have compiled five shorter topics in a rotation-style presentation similar to 
the West Coast Roundup.  The topics cover a range of interest from beginner to more experienced; sharpening, 
piercing, spindle copying, hollowing with home made tools and new tools and accessories.

We will forego the usual pre-meeting sessions since some of the rotations cover those topics, particularly 
FOF and Tech Talk.  The sessions will be 40 minutes long with a quick break in between.  The regular meeting 
(brief), Instant Gallery, President’s Challenge, and FOF Gallery will still be included at the end of the meeting.  
There will be a large rotation schedule on the wall indicating the five topics at three locations.  Demonstrators 
will be Bruce Campbell, Peter McLaren, Merv Graham, Dennis Cloutier, and Ed Pretty.  Demonstrations will 
begin at 6:30 pm.

New West Mini-Round-up 2011

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3

6:30 - 
7:10

Bruce Ed Peter

Sharpening a fingernail profile Spindle copying made easy New tools and accessories

break  -----  break  ------ break

7:15 - 
7:55

Dennis Merv Bruce

Piercing Hollowing with home made tools Sharpening Chisels and Scrapers

break  -----  break  ------ break

8:00 - 
8:40

Dennis Ed Peter

Piercing Spindle copying made easy New tools and accessories

break  -----  break  ------ break

9:50 President’s Challenge and Instant Gallery Review

Summer BBQ
Ed Pretty

This summer’s BBQ will be held at Ed and Arlene Pretty’s home at 23133 – 70A Avenue in Langley.  Date 
is Sunday, July 17 with a start time around noon.  Although it starts at noon, meal time is not necessarily right 
away unless you are starving.  Last time everyone ate when the spirit moved them - and when there was room 
on the BBQ.  No rush, we have the afternoon.

We have Bocce and Croquet for lawn games but you are welcome to bring your favourite along if you wish.

The guild will supply condiments including butter, coffee, BBQ and sunny weather.  You supply the meat of 
your choice and a side dish, cutlery, plates, glasses/cups and BYO beverage.  We have quite a few chairs but 
if you have some easily portable lawn chairs, it might be a good idea to include them.  Leave them in the car 
unless required.

Shop tours available.  Admission: grab a broom at the door.

Copy this link and paste it in your browser for a map of the location. 
http://alturl.com/oerac
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Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

Our calendar of events is filling and I want to give 
everyone a heads up so you can’t say you didn’t have 
enough time to plan or budget your hands-on training 
sessions for the coming year.

First, on July 9th, we have our own internationally 
recognized Art	Liestman, who has agreed to lead a 
class in his special skills of pyrography and colours.

On September 17th, well before our first fall meet-
ing, Avelino Samuel will be touring the Pacific North 
West to show turners his unique methods to create 
spiral carved hollow forms, adding collars, finials, 
and optionally – feet.  This is topped off with his 
high gloss finish.  His work has been described as a 
combination John Jordan, for his carving, and Dave 
Schweitzer for the almost glass like finish. For more 
details on his class, check out the web links on our 
home page. We need commitments this month, or the 
class will not happen!

Mark Gardner is next, with his demonstration on 
Nov. 12 and class on Nov. 13.  Mark is better known 
for his trice turned bowls or his sculpted wood, and 
he has an amazing finish, which is a combination of 
texturing and colour.  Check out a sample of his art 
at http://www.delmano.com/artists/wood/mGardner/
portfolio01.htm

In the New Year, we have Alan Carter scheduled 
for Feb. 4.  Alan is well known for his very tall and 
extremely skinny goblet forms.  However if you go to 
his link you will see a similarity with another recent 
demonstrator, Denise DeRose.  This may be a good 
example of what you learn from one demonstrator 
adding to your tool bag, which in the future provides 
you the appropriate tool for a totally different applica-
tion.  http://alancarterstudio.com/

If you are interested in any of these classes, contact 
Peter McLaren at mclaren47@shaw.ca for further infor-
mation and registration.

Avelino Samuel
Merv Graham

Avelino Samuel is a 
man of many talents.  
A native of St. John 
in the U.S. Virgin 
Islands, Samuel has 
been an industrial arts 
teacher for 21 years, 
a furniture maker, and 
turner.  He holds a 
bachelor’s and master’s 
degree, and his work 
is displayed in galler-
ies in the Virgin Islands 
and the U.S. mainland.  
Most admirably, he has 

achieved so much from an upbringing of so little.

“When we grew up, we didn’t have much so we 
had to make our own stuff,” he recalls.  “We did 
things like the oars for boats; we made the handles 
for axes, pick axes and hammers.  So, I started out 
early on with a spokeshave and a machete.  When I 
got to about seventh grade, when I could take shop 
in school, I started making head sculptures.”  As a 
student, Samuel says he didn’t think his coordination 
was very good, but he did have the ability to shape 
things.  He took woodworking and drafting in the 

seventh, eighth and ninth grades.

He attended the University of the Virgin Islands and 
transferred to North Carolina A&T State University 
for his senior year.  After earning a master’s degree 
in education at Eastern Michigan State University, he 
embarked on a nearly 30-year career teaching indus-
trial arts at Julius E. Sprauve School, a kindergarten-
through-ninth-grade school in Cruz Bay, St. John.

Samuel has been making furniture since his college 
days, when he teamed with a professor on a restora-
tion business.  He also did commissions and spec 
work for galleries.

“I did my first rocking chair around 1986, four-post-
er beds and a lot of Queen Anne traditional furniture 
like writing desks.  But I also did a lot of craft things 
like bowls, cutting boards and rolling pins.” he says.

Adding to the unique value of each of his signed 
and numbered pieces is the fact that they are made 
from woods found in the Virgin Islands - mahogany, 
seagrape, lignum 
vitae, kasha, white 
prickle, amarod, 
genip and black ol-
ive, to name a few.  
Avelino blends 
elements of Virgin 
Islands/Caribbean 
decorative art and 
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style with his love for classical and modern turnings.

He can get Cuban mahogany from a couple of mills 
in St. Croix, when high winds take down a tree, for 
the unbelievable price of $16/bf.  “I can use all the 
material that I normally wouldn’t use for furniture.” he 
says.  “I can turn it as soon as the tree comes down, 

which means 
a lot of times 
the colors are 
more vibrant 
and more 
vivid.  Some of 
the trees like 
mahogany are 
pink when you 
first turn it, but 
[change] when 
it ages.  I have 
a lot more flex-

ibility with what I can do.  I can do more things and 
get a better return for my time.  It’s more fun for me to 
produce smaller projects that you fit in more places.  
Woodturning is my favorite activity.  I have been turn-
ing since 1985 and turn a variety of work, although 
most of my turnings are hollow vessels with finials.”

An Island Treasure
Samuel’s work can be viewed at a number of gal-

leries including Bajo El Sol Gallery in Cruz Bay, St. 
John; Gallery St. Thomas in Charlotte Amalie, St. 
Thomas; and Creations Gallery in Newark, Del.  He 
has presented at the AAW Symposium (2004, 2008), 
at the Southern Symposium (2008), and assisted and 

taught at John C.  Campbell (2005, 2008).  I also have 
taught at Arrowmont (2009) and conducted numerous 
demonstrations and workshops at turning clubs.

Tom Hitchcock, co-owner of Bajo El Sol Gallery, 
calls Samuel an island treasure.

”Avelino was born here and worked with wood his 
whole life and has been a longtime teacher in our 
public school system.” says Hitchcock.  His work is 
probably one of the reasons people come back to 
the gallery.  If they haven’t seen it before, they are 
amazed at the quality, the delicacy of it, the turning 
inside as well as the outside.  He works with local 
woods and there is an organic feel to the piece, as 
well as the true artistic piece, that he produces.

He is recognized as one of the gifted wood turners 
in the States and I’m just honored to have his work in 
the gallery.  His work is beautiful.  He’s built homes, 
built beautiful furniture, but I’ll be surprised to see if 
the school lets him go.  He is such a gift to the kids 
and the school and the community.

Speed (nearly) Kills
Bruce Campbell

Glenn Allen is an experienced turner in Nanaimo 
who specializes in vases and urns made from BC 
timbers.  This is his story:

On July 18, 2010, I had a turn of events, which 
changed my life.  I was using my Oneway 2436 to 
turn 12” diameter old growth Douglas fir vase - a 
piece of driftwood from our local beach with a nice 
growth ring pattern.  I had turned and hollowed a 
vase down to a side wall of 1”.  Being a piece of drift 
wood, it had a few fine hairline checks in it but noth-
ing too bad.

Once the hollowing was done I remounted it and 
started final shaping the outside.  I was using a 3/8” 
bowl gouge, puts out lots of chips, so I wore my full 

face shield.  Next, I planned to use a skew knife to 
shave off the ridges before sanding.  I turned off the 
lathe and since the skew puts off only a light fuzz, 
I exchanged my face shield for my safety glasses.  
Then, I turned to the grinder to put a better edge on 
the skew.

What happened next was such a shock that I still 
can’t believe that I’m alive to tell my story.  I turned 
back to the lathe, reached over to the control head 
and turned the lathe on.  The vase immediately blew 
up in my face, with such force, that it shattered my 
nose, breaking it and the bones around my sinus cav-
ity.  I later discovered that I also cracked my upper 
jaw and damaged my front and back teeth; and, in 

continued on page 6
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Pyrography and Acrylic Art Class with Art Liestman
Peter McLaren

Art is presenting a one day class at his Coquitlam 
studio on Saturday, July 9, to 
teach the basics of work-
ing with pyrography tools 
as used in his style of work.  
Burned lines are useful for 
delineating areas of col-
our as well as for applying 
textures and for carving.  By 
cauterizing the wood fibres, 
colours can be contained 

within the segments intended in one’s design.  Art will 
review his experience with this wood treatment meth-
od, demonstrate and talk about the different tools, 
including burner units, pens and tips and provide 
instruction on developing good reliable techniques 
you can add to your own tool box.

Each student is expected to bring his her own burn-
ing unit, but Art indicates he has one or two spares 
that could be shared.  This might help a few partici-

pants so that you can try it before you buy it.

Art recommends both the Detailmaster and Burn-
master base units and the vented Detailmaster 
handpieces.  The only tips Art relies upon are 10-A 
& 10-B.  Check out the online supplier http://www.
detailmasteronline.com/pens_fixed.html.

In addition to the burning component, Art will also 
have a section on working with acrylic colours.

Remember that when you attend a demonstration, 
you acquire knowledge.  Participating in a hands-on 
class can impart wisdom.  To further explain; know-
ledge is knowing that a tomato is a fruit while wisdom 
is not including it in a fruit salad!

The cost for this class is $150.  Please contact Peter 
McLaren mclaren47@shaw.ca to confirm your space 
and arrange payment.  Class size is limited to 8 stu-
dents, but if we have the demand, a 2nd session may 
be scheduled.

Guild Approved Events
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

One of the advantages of belonging to the Guild is 
that we have insurance that might come in handy to 
protect you and your assets if a mishap occurs.  If you 
are participating in a woodturning event that has not 
been organized by the executive of the Guild, you 
should consider applying to have the event approved 
as a Guild Sanctioned Event so this insurance covers 
your activities at that event.

Fill in the Event Request – GVWG form and give it 
to a member of the executive well in advance of the 
event.  The executive will discuss your event at the 
next meeting to determine whether it furthers the ob-
jectives of the Guild and complies with our policies.  
If so, we will approve the event as a Guild Sanctioned 
Event and the Guild’s liability insurance coverage will 
be engaged.

Keep in mind that the purposes of the Guild, ac-
cording to our Constitution, are:

• To provide a forum for people to exchange 
knowledge, ideas and information about wood-
turning

• To emphasize safe practices in woodturning
• To encourage creativity and to explore methods 

and techniques for advancing woodturning as a 
creative craft and unique art form and

• To promote the art and craft of woodturning in 
the community

As such, a woodturning demonstration, display 
and sale at a farmer’s market would probably be 
approved, since it fits well with the purposes of the 
Guild.  A simple booth selling your turnings might not 
get approved as it fulfills fewer of the Guild’s pur-
poses.

The Guild may impose conditions in order that the 
event be approved.  For example, you may be re-
quired to pick up and use the plexiglass safety shields 
to protect observers from things that fly off of the 
lathe.  You may be required to wear your Guild name 
tags and display the Guild banner and Guild cards.  
You may be required to take a photograph of your 
booth as evidence that you complied with the re-
quirements, and to write a short piece for the newslet-
ter telling the rest of the members of your good work.

I hope that none of the conditions the executive 
imposes will be too onerous, and that you will find 
that they fit well with what you hope to get from your 
event.  The Event Request form will be posted on the 
website.  Please ensure that you submit it with plenty 
of lead time, as the executive meets every second 
month.
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particular, a chunk of my back molar broke off caus-
ing damage beneath the gum line.

After two hours of sur-
gery and three nights in 
the hospital, I went home 
to recuperate.  However, 
due to complications, 
I had to make a trip to 
Emergency for treatment 
of an uncontrollable 
nose bleed.  It took seven 
weeks before I could 
return to work and even 
longer to get even close 
to feeling “normal”.

This is what happened 
on that day.  When I 

turned to the grinder, my sleeve rubbed on the speed 
control turning it up to 1800 rpm (this was the setting 
I found when I returned home from the hospital).

I want to bring this to your attention to prevent 
someone else from the same fate.  This could happen 
on any lathe with an exposed variable speed knob.  
I have since built a hard plastic cover for my speed 
control with a large hole in the middle over the speed 

control knob.  The hole is large enough to access 
the knob but the knob is protected so it is much less 
likely to be turned by accident.  The cover is attached 
with Velcro and does not interfere with any other 
control function.

Great innovation, Glenn.  Well worth considering 
for any variable speed lathe.

But the biggest lesson from this story is that your 
face shield is your first line of turning defence.  I am 
sure Glenn would have still had a nasty accident if he 
had his face shield on but 
I wager his recover time 
would have been much 
shorter.

Face shields are hot and 
dusty.  They get scratched 
and covered in “stuff”.  
They hurt your head and 
are hard to see through.  
BUT they are an essential 
part of your turning equip-
ment and when things start 
flying it is too late to put it 
on.  Editor.

Photo by son Brandon
 before surgery.

Safety shield side view.

continued from page 4

Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell

Expansion checking - John started off Tech Table 
this month with a sad story of a piece ruined by some 
accidental moisture.  John had completely finished 
an eight-inch vessel and turned an excellent collar for 
it.  Once he glued the collar in he used a damp cloth 
to wipe away some squeezed out glue.  Within mo-
ments, the two woods expanded and cracked ruining 
(in John’s opinion) the project.

His tech tip is to be careful with water around 
closely fitted dry pieces.  Expansion can be serious 
enough to cause trouble.  Heat from heavy sanding 
can have the same effect – especially on tight-grain 
timbers.

Finishes on Bowls - Dennis asked for some clarifi-
cation on how I finish bowls.  I like to have a more 
moisture-tolerant outside finish and a food-safe, 
easy-to-maintain inside.  Since I often add colour to 
my bowls, I use Wipe-on Poly (Minwax or Varathane 
brand are about the same) for them or French polish 
for those without colour.

I apply the Wipe-on Poly off the lathe using a lint-
free rag.  I recommend very thin coats and allow 8 to 

10 hours between coats.  A light sanding with 1000 
grit between coats helps to remove any bumps.  Usu-
ally 2, or 3 coats are sufficient.

French polishing is much easier on the lathe than in 
furniture making because the lathe does all the hard 
work.  First moisten a small rag with mineral oil and, 
while the bowl is turning on the lathe (not too fast), 
spray the outside with shellac from a rattle can spray 
bomb.  I use Bulls Eye Zinnser brand because the pro-
pellants do not stink so badly but other brands work 
as well.  Begin buffing the surface of the bowl with 
the oily cloth right away.  Continue until the lac is dry 
(about 1 minute) and be sure to keep the rag oily or 
the lac will stick to it.  Sand the surface lightly with 
800+ after each coat.  I repeat this process 4-6 times 
for a great finish.  If it is too shiny for your tastes, you 
can sand it back afterwards with #0000 steel wool.

The only thing I use on the inside of bowls is 
Clapham’s Salad Bowl finish (available widely- made 
in Abbotsford).  It is inexpensive, easy to apply, com-
pletely food-safe, and can be maintained by the user at 
any time.  I usually include a 4-oz jar with each bowl.
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Power vs. Powerless vs. Manual Sanding – We 
talked about sanding the inside of a bowl and one 
member brought along a Sorby Sandmaster.  He 
reported that he had worn out the bushing in three 
of them after only modest use.  I suggested he might 
look into the Tim Skelton Passive Sander since it offers 
a bearing rather than a bushing.  Both offer both 2” 
and 3” pads with hook and loop attachments for the 
sanding discs.

The discussion then lead to the merits of power 
sanding using the same pads.  Some people power 
sand through all the grits but I find changing the pa-
per significantly shortens their life and the heat gener-
ated often melts the glue on the hook-and-loop or 
the pad itself.  I start with power sanding because it is 
quick and I can “spot” sand those two annoying areas 
that always seem to have some tear-out.  But, I only 
power sand for the first grit (usually 80 grit) simply 
to knock off any hills and bumps.  From them on, I 
hand sand using flexible, cloth-backed, wet/dry, FEPA 
grade (with the P) paper.  I personally favour Hermes 
J-Flex that comes in 10-meter rolls.  It has nice cut-
ting properties and stores and dispense well from my 
home-made sand paper dispenser (see our April 2007 
Newsletter for plans).

Finally, we spoke of safety.  I bumped into a fellow 
turner on holidays a while back and he looked “dif-
ferent”.  Turns out a large vessel had exploded off the 
lathe and shattered his nose and lower sinus cavities.  
Facial reconstruction took several surgeries and sev-
eral months of healing.  The post-mortem of the event 
yielded that he had accidently bumped the speed 
control as he turned to sharpen his tool and, when he 
turned back and restarted the lathe it exploded due to 
the higher speed (full article in this issue).

He was wearing safety glasses – not a shield be-
cause “I was just touching things up”.  Famous last 
words.  Accidents most often happen when we drop 
our guard or our attention is drawn away – even for a 
moment.   We all know the safety rules and best prac-
tices but sometimes we forget or get distracted.

Woodturning can be deadly.  We owe it to our-
selves, our families, and our fellow turners to be safe.

This was our last Tech Talk for the 2010-11 year.  
Our June meeting will be given over to an exciting 
mini-symposium being organized by VP Ed Pretty, 
but we will be back with Tech Talk after the summer 
break.  Enjoy the sunny weather (if it ever gets here) 
and turn safe.

FOF – Simple End Grain Hollow Form
Merv Graham
Safety

• eye protection – use certified safety glasses
• total face shield of polycarbonate that provides pro-

tection against chips and flying objects is essential
• be aware of where your hands are at all times
• if the process is going to create dust, then wear 

protection
• dull tools are your enemy – its takes more force 

to make a dull tool perform safely and well
• make all adjustments with tools down and the 

lathe off and at a complete stop

Project
Vases, lidded boxes and goblets use the same basic 
process.  Have an idea of where you are going.

• size and purpose
• exterior shape and interior shape – foot/bottom

Material
Use quality wood, avoiding shakes, cracks, rotten 

sections and loose bits such as knots.  If you are mak-
ing a lidded box, straight grain is easier to match.

Shaping Tools
Roughing is done with a spindle roughing gouge.  

All exterior shaping and interior hollowing is done 
with spindle gouges.  The bevel and wings of the 
gouge can be contoured to the particular task.  For 
basic hollowing a 45 degree bevel with long wings is 
useful, while for the hollowing of tops a more aggres-
sive bevel allows for sharper detail and this is also 
useful for bottom scraping.  For tight interior curves, a 
multisided bevel can be used:  45 degrees for the cut-
ting edge, and relieved on the bottom to 60 degrees, 
which aids in turning the corner without leaving a 
burnishing mark.

Process
• mount between centres and round – make tenon 

at the base (and top if lidded box)
• mount in chuck after decided top and bottom
• layout design (if box, use the golden section to 

proportion lid to base)
• if lidded box, then create a wide parting line 

1/8” – 3/16” deep, the sides of which will be left 
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on by subsequent parting to provide a  reference 
diameter/witness mark for sizing the interior 
tenon and associated recess/mortise

• rough out the exterior shape to provide guide 
lines for the interior

• if lidded box, decide on placement of the interior 
tenon (bottom is preferred as less likely to get 
damaged, as lid may be dropped in usage) and 
then use a small parting tool to part through the 
middle of the wide parting line, finishing the 
separation with a fine saw

• clean up the end with a gouge and create a 
dimple to start the drill

• mark drill depth and drill a centre hole
TIP ordinary twist bit (i.e. no long point) 

preferred, as does not leave indentation
• hollow from the centre out with a pull cut (flutes 

half open) – this cuts face grain, not end grain.  

Hollow down to the bottom of the drill hole 
always working from the centre to the outside

• finish bottom shape: for a round interior use a 
spindle gouge and a round nosed scraper, starting  
below the center bump and bringing  the cutting 
edge up to centre until it is cutting the bump off 
TIP gentle cuts to avoid catches

• Scrape out toward the outside using a shear 
scrape motion.  

For sharp interior corners use:
o bedan (preferable), plunging it down the 

hollow and scarping across the bottom 
TIP hone the top of the bedan to keep the sides 

sharp for side scraping
o flat scraper (nose very slightly curved)

o skew on the flat

• Sand and finish the inside

Skew Chisel
Lance Rossington
With thanks to Alan Lacer and ‘the Dark Side and the 
Sweet Side’

In our focus on the Skew, we will look at several 
features of the tool and some of the cuts it can be 
used for.

1. Skews 
come in two main shapes:  Flat and Oval.  If you 
are using a flat shape, be sure to grind the short 
point edge round to enable the tool to be rolled 
on the rest.  The long point edge is best relieved 
only slightly as it is most often used on the rest 
levered into the work.

2. Sizes vary from ¼” to 1¼”

3. Angles and Grinding 
Plus or minus a bit, 70 degrees measured point to 
point is the suggested angle.  Too steep leaves little 
room for the cutting edge to clear and too long 
makes the cut too aggressive.

4. The Length of the Bevel 
is a guide as well, being roughly 1½ the length of 
the tool thickness and also hollow-ground.

5. When Grinding, 
first true up the wheel.  (A 1” wheel, 60 to 80 Grit 
preferred ).  Any of the friable aluminum oxide 
wheels are fine.  Colors vary from white to pink 
and now blue.  If putting a radius on the grind, 
note the section at the long point is almost flat 
then the radius begins.  Aim for a single facet and 
watch for the sparks to come over top of the tool 
to indicate a complete grind.  Check that there are 
no bright spots along the cutting edge. 

Your skew can be kept sharp longer by using a 
hone in between sharpenings - two point contact.

6. Cuts 
We will look at a few of the many different cuts 
that the skew can be used for. 
Rough Cut—Planning Cut---V Cut---Shoulder Cut 
with its concave variation---Peeling Cut---Part-Off 
Cut , End Grain Scrape, and of course the Rolling 
Cut used for beads;  all have the main advantage 
of leaving a very smooth finish requiring very little 
sanding while being able to remove wood quickly. 
 
In preparation for this lesson, I had another look 
at the Alan Lacer’s DVD, which is an excellent 
resource.  One of his main emphases is using a 
dead centre drive when practicing.  In doing so, 
a slight miscue leaves a very light catch or spiral 
rather than the dreaded deep digs we sometimes 
get when learning the tool. 
 
As well, I have learned that the skew is not a tool 
to use when you are tired.  Fresh and focused are 
my guides.

7. Sweet Spot 
Finally, before we put wood on our lathes, let’s 
mention the sweet spot.  That is where the tool 
cuts most effectively.  

Roughing or Peel Cut, then the real fun 
- Rolling the beads.  Loading of the wrist 
to allow the roll to be completed without 
“Locking” the wrist out before the 90 degree 
roll is completed.
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Woodturning 101 - Candle Holder
Lance Rossington
Introduction
We are going to cover

•	 Between centers turning tapers
•	 Drilling and expanding  holes using a jam 

chuck
•	 Sanding and burnishing and using friction 

polish finish

Tools will include roughing gouge, skew, small round 
nosed scraper, parting tool, Morse taper drill chuck, 
and 7/8 Forstner bit.

We hope to have a pair of candleholders to show for 
our efforts at the end of the day but let me emphasis 
that really we are focused on our technique.  With 
the technique, you can go home and turn candle stick 
holders or anything else and enjoy it.

Safety is always first. 
Loose clothing, eye protection—safety glasses or 
mask- procedure before starting lathe, listening to the 
work.

Tools 
start with your tools sharp

Fixings 
spur center on and live center are your fixings with 
spindle work but with the jam chuck we will use our 
4 jaw scroll chuck and scraps (no plywood) to make 
the little jam chucks we need.

Background 
Any mention of double tapered candle stick holders 
always brings up the master of this form—Rude 
Osolnik who developed the form and made several 
thousand during his lifetime.  He started using the 
1/3, 2/3 ratio for the top and bottom and others have 
since used variations from there to 1/4, 3/4.  Some 
use the golden mean (1.618).  For us, as starters 
the 1/3, 2/3 is a good place.  If you see a photo or 
diagram you like, simply measure the four critical 
dimensions and use the formula below to bring it up 
or down to the size you want.  As these holders are 
usually made in groups of 2 or 3 you should choose 
wood that will give you blanks for these numbers 
from the same piece.  As well, they are much better 
made of hardwoods especially those with some 
interesting grain of color—often branches are a good 
source as the pith is a non-issue.

In my photo the measurements were:

Total Height 2.75 inch
Base 1 inch
Top 7/8 inch
the thin part 1.75 inch up
and the thin part was 1/8 inch

I wanted to make a 6 inch holder, so:

1 x 2.75
6      2.75x= 6  so x=2.64 thus the base is 2.18
For the top I used a guideline from an article that 
said it should be about an eighth smaller.
For the thin part   .125(1/8)      x  
6  so 2.75x=6 times .125 so x is .27
For the position of the thin part it was 1.75 from the 
bottom so
x
6  so 2.75x=6 times 1.75 giving x=3.82. Just as a 
check I tried 3.82 over 6 which is almost exactly 2/3. 
Using the diagram, we start by rounding down to  
2 1/4”, marking our length at 6 in. and putting a 3/8 
tenon on the headstock end.  Keep that tenon within 
your chuck grip.

Now mark your thin spot and take all dimensions to a 
1/16 over size with the parting tool.

Now using the roughing gouge or skew begin forming 
the tapers from both ends.

After paring down the tailstock on a slight undercut 
to less than 7/8 we can sand, burnish, and apply our 
finish.

Now we mount the base in the 4-jaw chuck and drill 
our top to the depth shown on the diagram.  Drill 
slowly and check for cleanout.  Carefully using the 
skew on the flat and using the finish cloth as a steady, 
enlarge the hole to accept the brass rim.  Mark the 
jaws 1 and 4 so the piece can be remounted later if 
needed.

Make a small jam chuck and mount the top onto it 
and pin with the tailstock before cutting down the 
tenon to just over 1/8.  Use an undercut to ensure 
only the outer edge will touch the table.  Remove and 
trim off the pip with a knife or chisel.  Add a bit of 
finish and buff at high speed to give the high shine.

As these holders often hold tall candles, they are 
often weighted in the base.  I think this is best drilled 
out on the drill press.  I have some 3/4 round stock 
which I cut to 1 inch lengths.  Epoxy in leaving 
enough room to cover with a turned plug if you so 
choose.

Jam Chuck 
Use the scrap block still on the chuck to make a jam 
chuck to accept the top slight bevel on the inside to 
allow a tight fit. 
Use paper towel to deal with a loose fit.

Use the tail stock live center to hold base on and 
shape bottom, removing the tailstock at the last to 
remove the pip and to sand and burnish.
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Ted Mackinnon 
Candle Holders, Spurtles, Dibbler

 Turner’s Polish

Turning 101

Puns

1. Two antennae met on a roof, fell in love, and 
got married.  The ceremony wasn’t much but the 
reception was excellent.

2. A jumper cable walks into a bar.  The bartender 
says “I’ll serve you but don’t start anything.”

3. Two peanuts walk into a bar.  One was a salted.
4. A dyslexic man walks inset a bra.

5. An invisible man marries an invisible woman.  
The kids were not much to look at.

6. Two cannibals were eating a clown.  One says to 
the other--”Does this taste funny to you?”

7. Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly so 
they lit a fire in the craft.  Not surprisingly it sank, 
proving you can’t have your kayak and heat it 
too.

Beverley Pears - French Rolling Pins 
Birch - Tung Oil & CA Glue

Beverley Pears - Dibbler 
1.25 x 11 in - Fir - Aniline & 

Wipe on Poly

Beverley Pears - Spurtle 
.75 x 12 in - Maple - Tung Oil,

Message Board Pin & Crazy Glue

Cathy Friesen 
Candlestick - Maple  

Carnuba Wax

Beverley Pears 
Candlestick 

2 x 7.5 in - Birch 
Crystal Coat

Dennis Houle
 Candle Holders

 Maple - Shellawax
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President’s Challenge - Re-Do, Re-Jig, Re-Configure

Colin Delory - Not a Vase
 Cherry - 5.5 x 5.5 in 

Minwax & Antique Oil

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 
Returned Maple Bowl Natural Edge

 5 x 4 in - Minwax

Merv Graham - Shaving Brush 
1.25 x 3 in - Teak - Tung Oil

Beverley Pears - Soup Dish Name Tag 
3.25 x .25 in - 9 in Maple Burl Vase - Lacquer

Michelle Gendron - Platter 
17.5 x 1.5 in - Pine

from Ikea Side Table - Tung OIl

Tom Byrom - Pewter - Maple - Tung Oil
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Dennis Schmidt - Vase 
2.25 x 4.5 in 
Banksia Pod 

Sanding Sealer

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 
Dancing on Little Hosaluk Feet 

4 x 3 in - Arbutus Burl - Minwax

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form 
5 x 8 in - Maple Burl - Satin Poly

Bruce Hodgson - 3 Footed 
Natural Edge Bowl - 12 x 6 in 

London Plane - Tung Oil

John Spitters - Bowl - 10.25 x 4.5 in 
Oak - Oil & Poly Mix

Allan Cusworth - 5 Bottle Stoppers 
Various Woods and Finishes

Instant Gallery

Bruce Hodgson - Bowl - 11 x 5 in 
 Silver maple - Buffed Tung Oil

Phil Vetra - Vase - 5 x 11 in 
 Elm - Acrylic
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Marco Berera - Flask - 6 x 9.75 x 3 in 
Lebano Cedar - Lacquer

Dennis Schmidt - Box - 5.5 x 2.5 in 
Maple & Alowood - Sanding Sealer

David Mitchell - Birdcage Awl 
1.5 x 3 in - Ebony - Wax

Al Koehn - Natural Edge Bowl - 10in 
Willow Burl - Rub on Poly

Michelle Gendron – Acacia Platter 
8 x 1.5 in – Wax

Bruce Hodgson - 3 Footed 
Natural Edge Bowl - 9 x 6 in
Gray Oak - Buffed Tung Oil

Instant Gallery

Al Koehn - Purse - 8 in - Redwood Burl
& Spalted Maple - Rub on Poly

Phil Vetra - Flasks - Maple - Acrylic
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Dennis Schmidt - Box - 5.5 x 2.5 in 
Maple & Alowood - Sanding Sealer-2

Bruce Campbell - -Goldfish- Box 
4 x 3.5 in - Maple - Wipe on Poly

Bruce Hodgson - Small 3 Footed 
Natural Edge Bowl - 6 x 5 in - Apple 

 No Finish (Work in Progress)

Al Koehn - Bowl - 12 in - Maple
Rub on Poly

Maarten Meerman - Chess Set 
1/8 in - Varnish

Bruce Campbell - Vase Form Maple
 Leather Dye & Acrylics

Beverley Pears - CheckerBoard Platter 
8.75 x 1 in 

Fir - Aniline & Wipe on Poly

Dennis Houle - Platter - 15 x 1.5 in 
 Norway Maple - Wipe on Poly

Instant Gallery
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GVWG Officers,  
Appointees & Volunteers

President

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604.468.0605

Vice President

eD Pretty 604.888.5967

secretary

ClauDia HaywarD 604.462.7597

treasurer

FreD BalDwin 604.812.4972

MeMbers at Large

Jim JoHnson 604.937.3275
Peter mClaren 604.533.1939
miCHelle GenDron 604.789.1873
tom Byrom 604.929.1766
Bill Fowle 604.466.2150
Kees HoF 604.420.7795
Joel elDer 604.460.0992

Library acquisitions adVisor

Don HosKins 604.939.6808

educationaL coordinators

steve Kent 604.937.0145
Peter mClaren 604.533.1939
merv GraHam 604.272.3525

Librarian

Gerry viCKers 604.463.0760

Food chieF

lanCe rossinGton 604.462.9985

FoF coordinator

murray maCKinnon 604.986.5476

turning 101
Gerry viCKers 604.463.0760

newsLetter

Beverley Pears (eDitor) 604.514.3828 
miCHelle GenDron (PuBlisHer) 604.789.1873

digitaL PhotograPhy

GeorGette mClaren 604.533.1939
Bill Fowle 604.466.2150

webMaster

steve Hansen 604.585.0638

Announcements
Woodturning 101:  Vase by Allan Cusworth will 

be held on Saturday, June 25.  This will be the last 
class until October.

All library rentals must be returned by Wednes-
day June 22, 2011.  There will be no rentals issued 
over the summer.  Those who do not comply will 
have a fine attached to their registration fee in 
September.

Classifieds
Assorted rough-turned bowls in various wood.
Measure approximately 6” to 10” diameter.
Priced from $7.00
Interested email: bellpainter@shaw.ca
Phone : Collette (604)-792-3076


